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The present invention relates to container 
construction and has particularly to do with 
a new and improved material for forming the 
side walls of such containers, which con 

DI; tainers may be round, parallelepiped, or any 
  other conventional shape. . 

The objects of the presentì invention, among 
others, are to provide for foil upon. one or 
both surfaces of the material'formmg the 

10 side walls of such canister, the foil, whenl 
used externally, being employed for func 
tional and decorative purposes, particularly 
for excluding moisture, and, when used inter 
nally, for providing a metallic surface for 

15 protecting the contents ofthe container. In 
either construction, or when used both inter 
nally and externally the container then be 
comes metallic in character, althou h less 
expensive than a container wholly o metal. 

20 A metal lined container of such type as the 
present is particularly useful for the vari 
ous cheeses which cannot'suitably be packed 
in containers other than of metal. 
Such objects of the invention, therefore, 

2‘ include incidentally the provision of a novel 
canister, the adaptation to canister manu 
facture of a novel metal faced material, and 
an improvement in canister construction in 
providing for use therewith a material which 

80 may be metallic externally, metallic internal 
ly, or coated with a thin sheet of material 
both internally and externally, such novel 

p material being adapted to replace the pres 
ent cardboard so commonly found in canisters 

35 and proved to be of limited eflicienc . 
These objects, and such other ob ects as 

may hereinafter appear, are obtaine vby the 
novel construction, unique combination, .and 
improved arrangement of the several parts 

. which constitute the single form of the in» 
` vention illustrated in the accompanying, 
drìawing hereby made a part of this specifica 
tion, and in which : ` 

Flgure 1 is a vertical section showing a 
canister embodying the improved material 
and construction herein described, the section 
bein on the line 1--1 of Figure 2;  

F1gure 2 is a transverse section thereof 
along the line 2-2 of Figure 1; and 

5° Figure 3 is an enlarged section illustrative 

of a second type of material ada ted to be 
employed för the construction of t e present 
device. ‘ ’ 

Like reference characters are used to desig 
nate similar parts in the drawing and in the 
description of the invention which will be 
found hereinafter. _ _ 
A conventional type of canister, except for 

the material and the form of construction 
illustrated, is shown in the three figures, 
which may be read conjointly. . 
Such canister comprises primarily a bot’ 

tom section 10, a top section 11, the latter 
having as a part thereof a slip on cover 12 
fitting into a flanged neck 13. The construc-  
tion of the bottom 10 and of the top 11 is 
common, this being a stamping. Of course, 
it may beI differently formed. 
From each, top and bottom, extends a 

flange 20 and 21 which is adapted to be 
crimped upon the material of a wall portion 
22 whereby the top 11 and the bottom 10 are 
adapted to be secured to said wall portion 22, 
this being the common and customary means 
of joining the side walls ‘to the top and 
bottom in thel reduction of canisters ofthe 
present type. op 11 and bottom 10 are both 
of tin or of a thin metal material coated with 
tin, as is also usual, and the whole device in 
its improved form may be made in the usual 
machinery employed for the production of 
canisters of cardboard and metal. 
The wall section 22, which is reenforced by 

being held at its edges by the bottom 10 and 
the top 11,'comprises a flat sheet of mate 
rial, generally cardboard, or heavy kraft, 
which material is indicated by the numeral 
14. Secured thereto by an adhesive 15 is a 
very thin sheet of foil 16, which, when used 
externally, may be of any fancy pattern de 
veloped in' the foil industry and which also 
may be colored in the same manner in which 
fancy foils are now tinted. y _ 
Such foil material 16, by use of the _thinly 

coated adhesive 15 say as haltum, and 
others, is made to adhere closely tothe card 
board material-14. In the course of manu 
facture, any wrinkles which may be formed 
in such very thin sheet of foil 16 are ironed n 
out by pressure usually applied by rolls`l u’ 
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When it is desired to also coat the sheet 14 
internally, as is shown in Figure 3, there is 
employed a second coating of adhesive 17 
and an internal coating of foil 18. This coat 
ing maybe ̀flattened in the same manner as 
the other coating of foil, heretofore described.> 
At the end of the sheet 22 are tWo light 

metal end pieces 19 which may be of tin or 
of' a tin coated light material andk which end 
pieces are adapted to .be clamped together, 
or crimped one to another in the conventional 
manner, the crimping or clamping together 
of said parts being fully illustrated in Figure - 
1 of the accompanying drawing. Such end 
pieces have vheretofore been employed on 
cardboard >sheets and are readily'adapted to 
the present uses. 
Whether a single foil sheet is used or not, 

4 itis always external to the cardboard, Such 
single` sheet» of foil is adapted to exclude 
moisture from the container, Whether used 
inside or outside of the container, and pre 
vents ina marked degree the attacks of ver 

- minor insects which are sometimes annoy 
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ing when an uncoated paraitined cardboard 
Wall is employed. 

Ot’ course, vermin and insects do not read 
ily attack the metal top 11 or the metal bot 
tomlO, and an external coating of foil, such 
as is shown, is highly' satisfactory for re 
pelling or preventing the destruction ot" the 
canister by these agencies. 
When a coating of foil is employed upon 

-the inside of the device, as is suggested in 
Figure 3, the device then becomes efficient for 
cheeses and many other items which require 
a metallic protection for preservationb The 
wallet the inside of the canister is then of 

The top 11 and the bottom 10 are 
both metal, and With the metal sheet 18 upon 
the‘inside and extending from the top 11 to 
the bottom 1G, the whole internal surface of 
the canister is unbrokenly ’of metal, and any 
thing Which can only be packed in metal con 
tainers may readily be‘inserted thereinto for 
the purpose of distribution and marketing. 
The employment of metallic lsurfaces or 

surface tor the cardboard body portion has 
proved advantageous in bringing metal inte 
Contact with the metallic flanges 20 and 21 
upon the bottom 10 and the top 11, .fa much 
more secure joinder between these parts is 
had When the body 2Q has a metal sheathing 
of foil. Such joinder is t'ar superior to the 
type of joinder Which _has heretofore been 
secured when the Wall 22 comprised sheets 
of cardboard enclosing a sheet of metal, or, 
stated different-ly, when the body comprised 
two sheets ot cardboard having an inter 
mediate layer of metallic îtoilu Likewise, a 
better device is obtained by the lpresent Wall 
structure than can be had with plain or 
paratlined cardboard only. - ~ 

I claim: "' ' ‘ 

As an improved article of manufacture, a 
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container or carton having a _bod of rela 
tively stiiï paper material with inner and 
outer Walls of metal foil secured thereto by ` 
adhesive, a metal strip for uniting the ends of 
said material and to reenforce said body, and 
thin metal caps fit-ting kover the ends of the 
body, said caps being of metal and having de 
pending flanges of metal, the flanges of each 
cap overlying and being crimped upon the 
metal portions of the body of the carton and 
of said reenforeing strip with the metallic 
layers of the body and of said strip in inti 
mate contact with the metallic flanges of the 
cap portions.> 

FREDERICK H. DREXLER. 
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